
     HappyDay CSA Newsletter  

                     CSA Share, Monday, July 23 

- Peas         -Summer Squash         -Onions       -Beets     - Cucumber 

- Kale         - Garlic     - Carrots    -Sweet/Hot Pepper   -Tomato :)  
 

     Well, we're happy to be back in the heat of summer!  Every few years we get a little 

summertime weather pattern (pops remembers very well and can provide dates should you be 

interested), but I've never seen anything like the thunderstorms that blew threw!  It rained so 

hard, it reminded me of the thunderstorms that I saw in Ohio last month.  I don't think I've ever 

seen it rain that hard here, regardless of what time of the year it is.  It sure was nice to get those 

couple days of cool, wet weather.  The whole garden responded tremendously to the rain.  I'm 

starting to think that perhaps the rain gathers some sort of “charge” that it passes on to the plants, 

because things grow differently after the rain than they do from irrigation.  I wonder if perhaps 

rainwater draws atmospheric nitrogen down with it?  Or perhaps it's the forces of the elementals 

being transmuted from above.  Who can tell? 

      Today marks the true summer arrival of the first tomato for CSA shares.  The cool 

weather set them back slightly, so they've been a bit slower to ripen than I had expected.  Next 

year my goal is to have tomatoes for the first market in June, but we shall see.  This year I 

learned a great deal, especially that upplanting into 1 gallon pots gives me a huge head start.  

Next year I'm gonna start my first set of seeds under flourescents in January.:)   

     Happily, the little cool spell and a good shot of compost have brought the peas back on full 

scale, so in a rare conjunction we have lovely spring peas at the height of summer.  Farming is 

such an interesting trade because it's like the river; you can never stick your foot into the same 

water twice, it has already flowed by.  Every season is so different from the last that my goal 

becomes to note down any commonalities that might help me to better my odds next time 

around.   

      The peppers, cukes, and squash are really jamming along, and we know you're as excited 

about them as we are.  It's always cool to see the transition to a different set of crops than the 

spring boxes offer.  No salad mix this week (brief hiatus), but the tasty stirfry mix of kale, 

collards and purple orach (spinach) is quite lovely.  As always, health-giving garlic/onions 

remain crucial staples in our diet here on the farm.  Uncle Matt's fabulous carrots and a few 

beets round out the share.  Great success, HappyDays.  Casey :)  

Casey's Easy Recipe Action 
 

IT'S GRILLIN TIME 
 

For super-top-shape-tasty-fueg (good stuff) look to your barbecue :) 
 

Cabbage can be sliced into slabs and grilled. 

Squash can be sliced lengthwise and grilled directly (perpendicular to the grill so you 

don't lose them) or you can cut them into small pieces and grill them in foil with onions 

garlic and peppers. 



Grilled onions hardly need mentioning...  

Peppers are phenomenal from the grill 
 
You c'ndoer (you are able to do this) with or without meat.  The vegetable selection this week would produce 

fine standalone eatins but will also serve to complement a pasta or meat dish in most excellent fashion.   

 
 
 
 

**  Fabulous Film at the Grange-  August 2, 7:30  

FUTURE of FOOD, the story behind Genetically Engineered Food.   

- The movie is to inform people about Proposition 37, which will force food makers to label 

products containing GMO's.   


